PRIVATEER PERFECTION JAMIS XENITH PRO

PERFORMANCE: Jamis doesn’t do flash. But it does produce really good bikes. The
Xenith Pro (a 2009 Editor’s Choice finalist) offers the by-now-usual features: BB30
bottom bracket, tapered steerer and so on. But a bike is more than the sum of its parts,
and the Xenith’s geometry and ride quality elevate it above the pack. PARTS: Jamis is
well known for excellent parts picks and competitive prices – if you’re an amateur racer,
it’s hard to find a better value. SRAM’s 2010 Force is gram-for-dollar one of the finest
component groups available. And American Classic’s 420 Aero wheels are fast, light
and extremely well made. – Joe Lindsey

HALF AND HALF JAMIS DAKAR XCT 1

MIDDLE: Jamis says its XCT 1 is half XC bike and half trail bike. It has 130mm of front
and rear travel mated to a cross country suspension design. EASY RIDER: Jamis didn’t
just increase travel; compared with the XCR, the XCT 1 has slacker head tube and lower
bottom braket to increase stability and make it easier to ride on descents and over rogh
stuff. NICE: The Kinesium aluminum main triangle and suspension design are the same
one’s you’ll find on the $3000 XCT 3. – M.C.

BETTER FOR 2010 JAMIS DURANGO 1

ON A DIET: Jamis’ best selling mountain bike drops some weight compared with prior
year models thanks to the use of frame-forming technology typically seen on higherend bikes. PROPER FIT: The Durango is available in XS through XL sizes as well as a
woman specific model, ensuring that everone can have a correctly sized bicycle. The
RST fork lets you lock out its 100mm of travel to suit any terrain. – Chris Cassidy
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